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Abstract: This study aimed to gain new insights into urban hydrological balance (in particular, the
evaporation from paved surfaces). Hourly evaporation data were obtained simultaneously from two
high-resolution weighable lysimeters. These lysimeters are covered in two pavement sealing types
commonly used for sidewalks in Berlin, namely cobble-stones and concrete slabs. A paired experiment
in field conditions is designed to determine the mechanism by which these two types of soil sealing
affect the evaporation rate under the same climatic conditions. A generalized additive model (GAM)
is applied to explain how the climatic conditions interact with soil sealing and to evaluate the variation
of evaporation rate according to pavement type. Moreover, taking the advantage of the fact that
the experimental design is paired, the study fits a new GAM where the response variable is the
difference between the evaporation rate from the two lysimeters and its explanatory variables are the
climatic conditions. As a result, under the same climatic conditions, cobble-stones are more prone
to increasing the evaporation rate than concrete slabs when the precipitation accumulated over 10
h, solar radiation, and wind speed increases. On the other hand, concrete slabs are more inclined
to increase the evaporation rate than cobblestones when the relative humidity increases. GAM
represents a robust modeling approach for comparing different sealing types in order to understand
how they alter the hydrological balance.

Keywords: urban evaporation; urban lysimeter; generalized additive models (GAMs); time series
analysis; pavement urban hydrological balance

1. Introduction

Paved surfaces are a necessary infrastructure of cities, which are traditionally designed
to carry vehicular and pedestrian traffic, transport products, and provide public spaces for
social interaction. Paved surfaces also protect underground infrastructure such as waste
matter, sewage, electrical wires, and they are further responsible for multiple transport
processes of water, matter, and energy between the soil and the atmosphere in urban
areas [1]. On the other hand, they have several disadvantages for urban areas, since
they lead to an altered hydrological balance compared to rural areas. In 2014, 54% of the
world’s population lived in urban areas, a proportion that is expected to increase to 66% by
2050 [2]. This increasing urbanization creates many challenges such as flooding [3–6], air
pollution [7,8], and altered and heterogeneous microclimates [9,10].

In partly sealed soils, the paving material itself plays the main role in the hydrological
balance. The existence of depressions leads to ponding and creates suitable conditions for
evaporation [11–14], whereas cracks and slopes alter flow regimes and runoff generation,
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respectively [15,16]. Moreover, the construction of the pavers also plays a significant role
in the evaporation rate. A study by Starke et al. [17] shows that the sub-base made of a
twin-soil layer decreases the evaporation by 16% compared to a homogeneous sub-base.

Applications of lysimeters are the most common methods used to study urban hy-
drological balance. Few studies provided long-term information on at least two of the
three hydrological processes of evaporation, infiltration, and runoff [18–22]. These studies
used different types of pavements to cover the lysimeter surfaces (such as asphalt, concrete,
cobble-stones, small granite stones, brick pavers).

Timm [22] used Hydro-Pedo-Transfer functions of Wessolek et al. [23] to estimate
annual evaporation rates. She applied the equations in two high-resolution weighable
lysimeters in Berlin, Germany. These lysimeters are covered in two pavement-sealing types
commonly used for sidewalks in Berlin, namely cobble-stones and concrete slabs. The study
found that the model offers a good estimation of annual evaporation for cobble-stones and
concrete slabs. However, this approach was not designed for estimating monthly or weekly
evaporation rates. Until today, there has been no numerical model available for predicting
evaporation of sealed areas on a time scale of days or hours.

Different advanced statistical methods have dealt with evaporation and evapotranspi-
ration in urban areas [24–26]. Wang et al. [27] investigated the impact of evapotranspiration
(ET) on land surface temperature (LST) through the modified remote sensing Penman-
Monteith (RS-PM) model. Vulova et al. [28] used a novel approach to model urban ET
using remote sensing, flux footprint modeling, and geographic information system (GIS)
data in addition to deep learning and machine learning techniques. Zeiada et al. [29]
used evaporation as one of the quantitative inputs for the machine learning techniques
to identify the most sustainable design of asphalt pavement factors prevailing in warm
climate regions.

The study used data obtained from paired experiment design using weighable lysime-
ters under field conditions to determine the mechanism by which two types of soil sealing
interact with the same climate conditions in order to explain the differences in evaporation
rate above these pavement types. Therefore, we used hourly observations of evaporation
from two types of pavements, namely cobble-stones and concrete slabs. All in all, our
aims were: (1) to study autocorrelation and partial correlation functions of the evaporation
variations from cobble-stones and concrete slabs; (2) to assess temporal patterns between
evaporation and covariates from climate drives and soil moisture; and (3) to compare the
evaporation rates from cobble-stones and concrete slabs. Ultimately, we want to contribute
to a better understanding of evaporation from sealed surfaces in urban areas, considering
both meteorological conditions and sealing characteristics.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study was carried out in the lysimeter station of the German government environ-
mental agency (Umweltbundesamt) located on the southern outskirts of Berlin, Germany
(N 52:3967, E 13:3673). The station consists of twelve steel lysimeters and a climate station.
Two of the lysimeters are covered by two pavement types: cobble-stones with a large joint
area (20%) and concrete slabs (30 × 30 × 4.4 cm) with a narrow joint area (6%) as shown in
Figures 1 and 2. The lysimeters have an area of 1 m2 and a depth of 50 cm. They consist
of (i) a surface layer (4–8 cm) of paving material embedded in fine sand seam material;
(ii) construction sand layer beneath; and (iii) gravel and a very coarse sand layer of 10 cm
to be used as a drainage layer [19,22]. The lysimeter is weighable and has a resolution of
10 g = 0.01 mm. The covered drain collects runoff and drains it into a weighable tip-
ping bucket based on the device introduced by Nehls et al. [30]. Precipitation (mm), air
temperature (◦C), wind speed (m s−1), relative humidity (RH) (%), and solar radiation
(MJ m−2d−1) were measured at the climate station installed next to the lysimeter. Soil
moisture was measured at a resolution of 1-minute simultaneously [22]. The data of precip-
itation, infiltration, evaporation, runoff, and soil moisture from the lysimeter raw data have
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been aggregated to a 1-h resolution to obtain the same resolution as the meteorological
data. The lysimeter data was processed using the improved adaptive window and adaptive
threshold (AWAT) filter routine [31]. AWAT is a moving average and the Savitzky–Golay—
filter routine was developed and tested especially for weighting field lysimeter. For more
information about the measurement system and the AWAT routine, we refer to Timm [22]
and Peters et al. [31].
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2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Non-Stationarity Process Analysis

Most time series of natural phenomena are non-stationarity. Stationarity is analogous
to the concept of an isothermal process within the field of physics. For example, to be
able to derive soil physical laws that are deterministic, it is often assumed that the soil
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water is isothermal so that energy changes associated with temperature changes do not
have to be taken into account. Likewise, in stochastic modeling, the statistical properties
of a process are invariant with the time (variance and mean are constant) if the process
is stationary. One way to check the non-stationary character of atime series is to look at
the autocorrelation function of the series (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function
(PACF). The ACF is the correlation of a variable with itself at differing time lags. PACF
checks the correlation at a certain lag after removing the effect of any correlations at shorter
lags. When the ACF of the time series converges very slowly, it indicates that the time
series is non-stationary.

In this study, we checked the non-stationary structure of the time series of evaporation
and its predictors using an autocorrelation function for 24 h × 7 days (lags). ACF and
PACF were carried out in R [32].

2.2.2. Generalized Additive Models (GAMs)

GAMs provide a middle ground between simple models, such as linear regression
models, and more complex machine learning models such as neural networks. They can be
fitted to complex, nonlinear relationships and produce good predictions, while still being
able to produce inferential statistics and understand and explain the underlying model
structure. Since most environmental data do not follow a normal distribution, GAMs can
find more effective methods to interpret the data than traditional linear models due to their
appealing balance between flexibility and interpretability (Wood, 2020).

GAM extends the generalized linear model (GLM) [33] by allowing the predictor
function to include nonlinear functions of some or all of the covariates that are not specified
a priori [34]. One of the distributions from the exponential family for Y, along with a link
function g that relates the expected value of Y to the predictor variables (x) via a structure
could be expressed according to wood [35]:

g(µi) = X∗
i θ + f1(x1i) + f2(x2i) + f3(x3i) + · · · (1)

where µi = E(Yi) and Yi represent some exponential family distributions; fi are smooth
functions; X∗

i is a row of the model matrix for any strictly parametric model components;
and θ is the corresponding parameter vector.

Equation (1) shows that the influence of each covariate is captured through a smooth
function. The smooth patterns of the covariates can be either linear or non-linear, which
provides high flexibility to GAMs. In this study, we used the spline function s() for
smoothing the covariates, which can take a wide variety of shapes. We used a tensor
function te() to model the interactions that operate on different scales. GAM with a simple
smooth model has many coefficients, which is more complex than a linear model where
each variable has only a single coefficient.

We fit the GAM to model the urban evaporation using the bam() function from the
R package mgcv [35]. We wrapped the independent variables (such as meteorological
drivers) in the smooth function s() and tensor function te() to specify that the relationship
should be flexible. The flexibility could overfit to the data. In fitting a nonlinear model,
two aims should be balanced: (i) capturing the relationship by being close to the data; and
(ii) avoiding that the model fits the noise. How well GAM captures patterns in the data
is measured by likelihood and how much the curve changes shape is measured by the
wiggling. The key to a good fit is the trade-off between the two.

Applying interactions between predictors refers to a key to the correct interpretation of
data. Interactions in models represent the fact that outcomes depend on non-independent
relationships of multiple variables. In a GAM, the relationship between a variable and an
outcome changes across the range of the smooth. Similarly, interactions are different across
all of the values of two or more variables. In this study, we captured the non-stationary and
temporal patterns of evaporation and its drivers of the data by adding the time predictor in
the form of days as an independent variable using smooth function s() and in the form of
hours when it interacts with meteorological data using tensor function te() which enables
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the interactions with different scales (in our case: time with solar radiation, time with
relative humidity and time with wind speed).

GAMs are built using evaporation (log scale) as a response variable and the following
predictors as explanatory variables: precipitation accumulated over 10 h, relative humidity,
air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed at 10 m, runoff, and infiltration. In this study,
the response variable (evaporation) and predictors (climate and soil data) did not change at
a constant rate over time (non-stationary, see Supplementary Materials. Thus, time was
added as an interactions predictor to the model to control for seasonal and other temporal
trends [36]. Three models were built to assess the evaporation variation: first one for the
evaporation from cobble-stone, second one for the evaporation from concrete slabs, and
third one for the difference in evaporation between cobble-stones and concrete slabs.

GAM for cobble-stones

bam ( log (Evaporation) ∼ S(Day, k = 100) + S(runo f f ) + s(in f iltration) + S(10h, rain f allaccumulation K = 5)+
te(Hour, soil radiation) + te(Hour, relative humidity) + te(Hour, wind speed10cm), data = data , method = “REML”)

(2)

GAM for concrete slabs

bam ( log (Evaporation) ∼ S(Day, k = 100) + S(runo f f , k = 4) + s(in f iltration, K = 3)+
te(Hour, solar radiation) + te(Hour, relative humidity) + (10h, rain f allaccumulation, air temperature), data =

data, method = “REML”)
(3)

GAM for the difference in evaporation between cobble-stones and concrete slabs

bam(evaporationcobble stones − evaporationconcrete slabs) ∼ s(Day, k = 100) + S(10h, rain f allaccumulatoin, k = 5)
+te(Hour, solar radiation ) + te (Hour, relative humidity) + te(Hour, wind speed10cm)

(4)

K in the models represent a number of basis function that affects how wiggly GAM
function can be.

The evaporation data are asymmetric. Most values are close to zero and do not have a
normal distribution. Thus, we transformed them by adding a constant and used logarithm
values in order to make the distributions more symmetric (Gaussian family). Visual
inspection of the residual plots did not reveal any major deviations from homoscedasticity
or normality. Specifically, the evaporation was log-transformed to meet the demand for
residual normality and homoscedasticity. p values were used to determine which nonlinear
relationships in the model and which explanatory variables should be excluded from
the model. We chose the model when the lower Akaike information criterion (AIC) was
obtained with significant explanatory variables [37].

The two lysimeters being located close to each other enables us to use the paired
experiment design to compare evaporation from the two sealing soils, where the two
pavement types undergo the same climatic conditions. Although the climate factors are not
controlled, this design enables us to confirm that the main difference in evaporation rate
from these sealing soils is due to the soil-atmosphere interface type.

3. Results

In the evaporation process from the soil surface, solar radiation and air temperature
change the state of water molecules from liquid to vapor. The difference between the
water vapor pressure at the evaporating surface and that of the surrounding atmosphere
is the main factor driving the removal of water vapor from the evaporating surface. As
the surrounding air becomes saturated, the evaporation process slows down and may
even stop if the air is not transferred to the atmosphere. The replacement of saturated air
with drier air depends mostly on wind speed. Hence, solar radiation, air temperature, air
humidity, and wind speed are the main climatological drivers that should be considered
when evaluating evaporation [38]. Moreover, Where the evaporating surface is the soil
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surface, water from a shallow water table is transported upwards in the soil to moisten
the soil surface. In such soil, water is supplied quickly enough to meet the evaporation
demand. In this study, we investigate the changes in the evaporation process as described
above when the soil surface is paved.

Below we will describe, aggregate, and present the significant relationship between
the collected data. These data could help to understand the patterns of evaporation in
urban soils where the evaporating surfaces are cobble-stones and concrete slabs. Then,
we will investigate temporal trends, variability, and interactions between evaporation and
its environmental drivers and assess the variation of evaporation from cobble-stones and
concrete slabs by building a generalized additive model (GAM) for each pavement type.

3.1. Descriptive Analyses of the Evaporation and Its Drivers

The amount of precipitation is important to the overall hydrological cycle. Table 1
shows a good correlation between precipitation accumulated over 10 h and evaporation
from the two pavements. Depending on the properties of the pavement, annual and
seasonal hydrological processes react differently. Figure 3 illustrates the hydrological
balances of two pavements with detailed values in Table 2. Although infiltration is almost
the same for both surfaces, the annual and seasonal (summer and winter) values are higher
than evaporation and runoff.

Table 1. Correlation between the precipitation accumulated over 10 h and evaporation from the
two pavements.

Accumulation of Precipitation over 10 h

1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h 9 h 10 h

Evaporation from cobble stone 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.17 0.21 0.26 0.32 0.37 0.41 0.43

Evaporation from concrete slabs 0.01 0.06 0.15 0.20 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.28

Table 2. Hydrological data balance (June 2016 to June 2017, annual, summer, winter) with absolute
(mm) value and share (%).

Cobble-Stones Concrete Slabs

Precipitation
m

m

Infiltration
m

m
(%

)

R
unoff
m

m
(%

)

Evaporation
m

m
(%

)

Precipitatoin
m

m

Infiltration
m

m
(%

)

R
unoff
m

m
(%

)

Evaporation
m

m
(%

)

Annual 414.51 257.07
(62.2)

10.74
(2.5)

156.82
(34.5) 422.72 261.88

(61.9)
74.8

(17.6)
93.92

(22.21)

Summer 192.29 79.89
(42.54)

7.58
(3.9)

112.07
(58.28) 193.01 90.03

(46.64)
52.21

(27.03)
51.18
(26.5)

Winter 222.22 177.18
(79)

3.16
(1.4)

44.75
(20.13) 229.71 171.45

(74.63)
22.59
(9.83)

42.74
(18.6)
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Evaporation and runoff differ significantly between the two pavement types. Cobble-
stones evaporate twice as much as concrete slabs during the summer, while concrete slabs
generate runoff almost seven times higher than cobble-stones (Figure 3). In winter, both
surfaces evaporate the same amount of water. In summer, cobble-stones evaporate twice as
much as concrete slabs (Table 2). Median daily of evaporation from cobble-stones for each
month shows higher value in summer than in winter. For concrete slabs, median daily of
evaporation has no clear pattern during the year (Figure S1)

Moreover, values of soil moisture at 5 cm below the underside of the paver are
significantly different and they are considered as another evidence that the characteristics
of these two pavement types altered hydrological balance differently (Figure 4). Focusing
on the evaporation, properties of the pavement also affect the patterns of evaporation
diurnally and seasonally. Since the interface between cobble-stones and the atmosphere
has a good connection with the soil (more than 20% seam), solar radiation has somehow
a similar effect on the evaporation rate from cobble-stones as from natural soil surfaces
(Figure 5), where the evaporation rate is significantly higher during the day than at night.
Figure 5 also shows that the concrete evaporation’s values at night are somehow equal to
its values at daytime. Due to the thermal diffusivity of the pavements and their structure,
the surface of the pavements absorbs heat and transmits it to the lower structural layers
through heat conduction in the daytime. At night, heat is transferred to the upper part of
the concrete [39], leading to a significant role in the evaporation process at night. These
results were also confirmed by Cao et al. [40], who found that large amounts of solar
radiation are absorbed by pavements during the day and released during the nighttime.
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3.2. Temporal Trends, Variability, and Interactions between Evaporation and Its
Environmental Drivers

In this study, since evaporation time series and its environmental drivers are ob-
served at a high temporal resolution, the autocorrelation of datasets and their temporal
variability are critical for understanding processes and their interactions. Figure 6 shows
the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the evaporation time series of cobble-stones and
concrete slabs. The ACF converges very slowly indicating non-stationary time series [41].
The four primary meteorological time series drivers of evaporation (solar radiation, wind
speed, atmospheric humidity, and air temperature) are also non-stationary times series
with significant autocorrelation structures. The ACF confirms the seasonality every 24 h
(Figure S2). Figure S3 shows clear seasonal patterns (day and night) of meteorological
drivers by depicting its hourly boxplot.
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3.3. Generalized Additive Model

To evaluate the variation of evaporation from cobble-stones and concrete slabs, we
built GAM where the evaporation is the response variable and its traditional predictors
are the four meteorological drivers (solar radiation, relative humidity, air temperature, and
wind speed) [38]. Moreover, based on the information shown in Figures 3 and 6, more
predictors could be added to explain the variation of urban evaporation. First, the time
is added as an explanatory variable; as shown in Figure 6, there are strong dependencies
between smaller lags. Figure 6 shows the ACF plot for k = 168, with the Y-axis having
correlation (r) values ranging between 0 and 1. With k = 1 having r > 0.60 for cobble-stones
and concrete slabs. Moreover, the time variable interacts with the meteorological drivers to
account for the temporal pattern of evaporation and it’s associated affecting factors. Second,
the model also included the runoff and infiltration values. Figure 3 showed that runoff is
significantly higher from concrete slabs than cobble-stones and infiltrations values differ
from winter to summer for each paver.

After running the model (2) and (3), Figure 7 shows the result of evaporation response
to its predictors.

Runoff: The type of upper layers of paver and seam material absorbing and detaining
water (surface wetting) could explain the relationship between runoff and evaporation.
Once this layer is saturated, the runoff will begin to flow towards local depressions, where
part of the water will be lost to infiltration and evaporation. Runoff from concrete slabs is
nearly seven times that of cobble-stones (Figure 3). Figure 7 shows that the evaporation
from concrete slabs becomes lower than its means as the runoff increases depicting a
nonlinear relationship pattern. While the runoff was not a significant variable and is
excluded to explain the variation of evaporation from cobble-stones in the model (2).

Infiltration: Both surfaces led to similar infiltration, but the infiltration in winter
for both surfaces is nearly double its values in summer. In contrast, the evaporation
values in summer are higher than in winter for both surfaces (Figure 3). The difference in
precipitation patterns could explain this increase of runoff and evaporation and decrease of
infiltration from winter to summer [22]. GAM models (2) and (3) show that the evaporation
values of pavements decrease nonlinearly as the infiltration increases. The evaporation’s
value decreases below its mean when infiltration’s value > 0.5 mm and >3.2 mm for concrete
slabs and cobble-stones, respectively (Figure 7). This could be explained due to the seam
material shared on both surfaces, where the seam in cobble-stones retains the water during
the infiltration and evaporates later.

Solar radiation: Little variation of evaporation is observed above concrete slabs be-
tween day and night, while evaporation from cobble-stones showed clear variations be-
tween day and night (Figure 5). The results of the solar radiation as an explanatory variable
obtained from the model (2) and (3) for cobble-stones and concrete slabs confirmed what is
observed in Figure 5. Due to the thermal diffusivity of the pavements and their structure,
the surface of the pavements absorbs heat and transmits it to the lower structural layers
through heat conduction in the daytime. At night, heat is transferred to the upper part of
the concrete [39], leading to a significant role in the evaporation process at night. Figure 7
showed this information by solar radiation. For cobble-stone, Figure 7 from model (2)
shows that in the daytime there is higher evaporation with higher solar radiation and
the evaporation continues during the night. As previously mentioned, the solar radiation
effect on evaporation from cobble-stones with a large joint area (20%) has almost a similar
pattern on the evaporation rate as from natural soil surfaces during the daytime, while
the evaporation during the nighttime is due to the absorbed solar radiation during the
daytime and released it during the nighttime. For concrete slabs with just 6% of a joint area,
released solar radiation during the nighttime is clear. These results were also confirmed by
Cao et al. [40], who found that large amounts of solar radiation are absorbed by pavements
during the day and released during the nighttime. With high solar radiation (more than
500 MJ m−2 d−1) at daytime, the expected change in evaporation by GAM increases by 27
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and 20% for cobble-stones and concrete slabs, respectively, the prediction occurred not only
during the day but also at nighttime.
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Accumulation of precipitation: GAM model (2) shows that the amount of accumulated
precipitation has a positive nonlinear relationship with evaporation from cobble-stones
(Figure 7). Again, this could illustrate the seam material retains the water and evaporates
later [16]. The GAMs predict a 33% expected change in evaporation increase from cobble-
stones surface associated with the 5 mm of total precipitation accumulated over 10 h.

Relative humidity: Figure 7 shows that the concrete slabs produce high values of
evaporation during the daytime when relative humidity is within the range of 50% to 80%,
cobble-stones have high evaporation values during the nighttime when relative humidity
ranges between 50% and 85%. This result could be explained since when relative humidity
is >80% the evaporation process from pavements will slow down and might stop if the wet
air is not transferred to the atmosphere. Figure 7 shows also that during the daytime, the
evaporation from concrete slabs is high with higher relative humidity and the evaporation
from cobble-stone is high with higher solar radiation. With high relative humidity (more
than 60%) at nighttime, the expected change in evaporation by GAM model (2) increases
by 21% for cobble-stones, and the expected change in evaporation from concrete slabs
model (3) increases almost in the same value but when the relative humidity more than
60% during the daytime.

As we mentioned above, from Figure 7, looking at the effect of relative humidity
(between 50% and 80%) on the evaporation from cobble-stone we see that the evaporation
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produces a higher quantity at nighttime (unit almost 5 am) where there is no solar radiation,
now to understand well these findings we have to look on the plot below where we could
see the effect of another explanatory variable on the evaporation (wind speed). We can
see this higher quantity of evaporation at nighttime due to high wind speed. Moreover, in
concrete slabs lysimeter, we see that the maximum evaporation rate produced when the
relative humidity ranged between 50% and 80%, but the time is between 8 am and 16 pm
where there is higher solar radiation. As a result, at the same level of relative humidity,
cobble-stone is more sensitive to producing evaporation at nighttime when there is an
increase in wind speed. On the other hand, in concrete slabs the solar radiation dominates
the evaporation process during the daytime.

Wind speed and soil temperature: Wind speed is included in model (2) as a sig-
nificant variable to explain the variation of evaporation values from cobble-stones. Ac-
cording to model (2) (Figure 7), wind speed’s values higher than 7.5 m s−1 could ex-
plain the high evaporation value in the morning, GAM model (2) predict a 21% expected
change in evaporation increase from cobble-stone surface. When the air temperature is
higher than 10 ◦C and the precipitation accumulated over 10 h higher than 12 mm, GAM
model (3) predicts more than 33% expected change in evaporation increase from concrete
slabs surface.

Moreover, a new GAM is built where its response variable is the difference between
evaporation from cobble stones and the evaporation from concrete slabs and the explanatory
variables are the climate drivers. Model (4) shows the significant explanatory climate
drivers that could explain the differences in evaporation between the two pavement types.

Figure 8 shows that under the same climatic conditions, cobble stones more prone to
increasing the evaporation rate than concrete slabs when the precipitation accumulated
over 10 hours, solar radiation and wind speed increases. While concrete slabs more inclined
to increase the evaporation rate than cobble stones when the relative humidity increases.
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4. Conclusions

This study used a unique dataset to gain new insights into the urban hydrological
balance (and in particular, to understand and explain how two different soil sealing types
affect evaporation rates under the same climatic conditions). Hourly time series of evapora-
tion, runoff, and infiltration were obtained from two high-resolution weighable lysimeters
covered in two pavement-sealing types commonly used for sidewalks in Berlin, Germany:
cobble-stones and concrete slabs. Soil volumetric water was observed in the lysimeters
with capacitance soil moisture sensors at 5 cm depth. Moreover, time series consisting
of hourly climatological measurements were observed by a climate station located near
the lysimeters.

Matching pairs is a powerful experimental designed to compare the evaporation
above two soil sealing under the same climatic conditions. Generalized additive models
(GAMs) are able to visualize and explain each climatic driver’s effect on the variation
of evaporation and how its effect changes when the sealing type changes. Using GAMs
to compare evaporation from two sealing soil types under the same climatic conditions,
cobble-stones are more likely to increase the rate of evaporation than concrete slabs when
the precipitation accumulated over 10 h, solar radiation, and wind speed increases. In
contrast, concrete slabs are more prone to increase the rate of evaporation than cobbles-
tones when the relative humidity increases. GAMs are a powerful tool to explain the
interaction between climatic conditions and evaporation rate and to show the mechanism
by how soil sealing type affects evaporation rate under the same climatic conditions.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/land11040508/s1, Figure S1: Daily evaporation by month for
cobble stones and concrete slabs; Figure S2: Autocorrelation function (ACF) for time series; Figure S3:
Hourly box plot of meteorological variables as measured June 2016 to June 2017 in Berlin.
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